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Detective ( Basic Template)  
 

The Detective uses keen observation and judgment of character to ferret out the truth. Liars and schemers 

have good reason to fear the keen intellect of a well-trained detective. 

 

Inherent Ability—Detail Oriented 

You have incredible memory and attention to minute detail. You constantly compare new information to 

all previously gathered information, looking for new significance for previously overlooked clues. When 

you examine a body of data (like a crime scene, accounting records, a research laboratory, looking over a 

person’s attire and demeanor) you can give the DM 1 Awesome Point per clue you want to detect. This 

works when you first view a situation, and also when you review what you’ve learned so far looking for 

connections. The DM will stop taking Awesome Points when you’ve got all the clues you’re going to get 

for the time being. Sometimes a clue will not become significant until you gain more information, so it is 

appropriate to ask for more clues each time new information comes to light if you want to. This does not 

replace what the player is told—instead, it represents details too minute to mention in a casual 

examination or in lengthy research, that snap into focus given the current context. The more background 

you understand, and the wider you cast your net, the more clues will make sense using this ability. 

 

Limitation—Always On 

You don’t (or can’t) shut it off. Always probing, always noticing, always calculating and evaluating. 

Always drawing conclusions and testing theories. It can be exhausting for those who try to befriend you. 

 

Signature Item:  A notebook kit for jotting clues. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 
Talents 

 

 Cryptophile.** Rested. You are skilled with cryptography, codes of all kinds, logic puzzles, riddles, 

and other brain teasers. You can engage the puzzle and spend 1 Awesome Point per hint you get from 

the DM; for an abstract puzzle the DM may assign a number of Awesome Points to decode it, and tell 

you how often you can spend a point. 

 

 Forensics.** Rested. You can use a field kit and a laboratory to gain more clues. Identifying 

fingerprints, soil composition, particles or stains, and other facts with chemicals and tools is part of 

your training. It usually takes about an hour per clue you can pull out of collected material. 

 

 Interrogation.* Constant. Add your Awareness and Cunning together to detect lies when questioning 

a suspect. Honest suspects test Charm, lying suspects test Cunning. If you double the target’s result, 

you find something out that the target did not mean to reveal, as you use various tricks to provoke the 

target to respond. This can be dry and professional, witty and pleasant, or cruel and menacing. 

 

 Professional Pride.* Constant. Every time you solve a mystery using your detective skills, you get 1-

5 Awesome Points from the Stack (depending on the significance of the mystery, and/or your role in 

solving it.) If it turns out your conclusion was wrong, you owe the Stack that many Awesome Points. 

(This often overlaps with the Big Reveal talent.) 

 

 The Big Reveal.* Rested. When you gather clients and/or suspects together and explain your clues 

and reasoning, you can level up when you reveal your conclusion (whether it is right or wrong.) You 

owe the Stack ½ the Awesome Points you would have needed to spend to level, rounded down. 

 


